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First-years struggling
to make the grade
JUSTIN SMIRLIES
STAFF WRITER
In early January, the deanof arts of-
fice, with a thorough inspection of
the fall term grades, discovered that
43 per cent of first-year students
- or approximately 632 students -
had grade point averages less than
5.0. The numberofstudents marks a
10 per cent
increase
over last year.
With this new evidence, the fac-
ulty of arts moved to invite those
students to attend one ofseveral
information sessions thatoccurred
over threeevenings. Of the over 600
students affected, approximately
200 attended.
Dean ofarts Michael Carroll
sensed the risks involved with this
situationand the possible conse-
quences.
"That in itself doesn'tput
them on [academic] probation," he
saidof the students' grades. "But it
puts themon the risk ofprobation."
In order for a student to progress
in an honours arts programthey
must maintain at least a 5.0 GPA;
grade averages below a 4.0 will re-
sult in academic probation.
The first semester results of BBA
students were stronger thantheir
arts
peers, although first-years' av-
erage GPAs have dropped from an
8.28 to 7.86 from last year.
Laurier students
click for Gibson
MIKE LAKUSIAK
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
Wilf's exploded in cheers Feb. 4 as
the election results for the 2011-
12 WLUSU presidency were an-
nounced.Nick Gibson, with 41.5 per
cent ofthe vote, walked away with
the position of president and CEO of
the Wilfrid Laurier University Stu-
dents'Union effective May 1.
In a follow-up interview on Feb.
7,
Gibson said theculmination ofa
campaign he hadbeen working on
since September had not completely
sunk in.
"It hasn't quite yet," he said. "I
think it's one ofthose things that
will take a little time.I've been
working at it for awhile, it's against
my
nature to let things hit me that
hard."
He cited his campaign team as the
greatest factor in his success. "The
team was absolutely outstanding, I
was going around trying to recruit
some key people and basically used
themantra of diverse representa-
tionon campusbut also competence
and I definitely had both of those on
the team."
Theelection marked the first on-
lineelection heldat Laurier, using a
system designed by the university's
ITS department at a cost of $16,425
for the system itself plus $2,625 for
its operation. The platform allowed
voters to log inand view candidate
informationand photos as they
voted.
All told, 5,306 students voted —
35per cent of the student body. The
turnout easily cleared last year when
a meager 1,987 votes were cast with
«
I think that particular
statistic [of 35% voter
turnout] shows the level
of engagement of Lau-
rier students in a really
important process
"
—LeanneHollandBrown
Laurier dean ofstudents
conventionalballots and quorum
was surpassed by less than five per
cent.
"Lastyear we barely went over
quorum, this year we had over dou-
ble. It was very impressive," Gibson
noted. The 35 per cent turnout value
surprised many, especially consid-
ering that-the two-day election pe-
riod was postponed by a day dueto
the university's closure from snow
on Groundhog Day.
Dean ofstudents LeanneHol-
land Brown was present atWilf's. "I
think that particular statistic shows
the level ofengagementofLaurier
students in a really important pro-
cess," she said, noting specifically
the move to online voting.
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Quote oftheweek:
"Peenacular"
-Visual Director Nick Lachancedescribing thecasde on the original
VHS cover ofTheLitdeMermaid.
Bag O' Crime
Graffiti
Location: Library sth floor
Date: Jan. 31,2011 (a) 7:35 a.m.
SCS received a report from the li-
brary custodian advising that some-
one had drawngraffiti in the sth
floor men's washroom.
Special Constables Services
(SCS) officers attendedand noted
someone had drawn a large picture
of a man's penis on the washroom
stall. Photos were taken, and Physi-
cal Resources was notified to repair
the wall.
Misc/Other
Location: Bricker Residence
Date: Feb. 3,2011 (a) 9:00 p.m.
SCS officers attended to the student
residence in relation to a delivery
service possibly making a delivery
of suspected alcohol to underage
students.
The delivery vehicle was gone
upon SCS arrival and the students
receiving the delivery were not lo-
cated. Residence Life staffand the
dons will be monitoring situations
of this nature more closely in the
future.
Unsafe Condition
Location: Dining Hall
Date: Feb. 6,2011 (a) 01:49p.m.
SCS officers attended to the din-
ing hall within theStudent Services
building after receiving reports of
cracking glass panes in the ceiling at
the south end of the hall.
The area was deemed unsafe and
subsequently closed off.
Physical Resources was notified
for repairs.
Assistance call from public
Location: Athletic Complex
Date: Feb. 5, 2011 (a) 10:18a.m.
SCS officers attended theAthletic
Complex in response to a com-
plaint of feces on thewashroom
floor. Custodial staff was called in
for cleanup. There are no suspects at
the present time.
Property (lost and found)
Location: Terrace Food Court
Date: Feb. 5,2011 @ 12:54p.m.
A Sikh ceremonialknife was recov-
ered from the Terrace and is being
held at the SCS lost and found until
the owner can be identified.
Compassionate to locate
Location: Residence
Date: Jan. 31, 2011 @ 1:13 a.m.
SCS received a call from a concerned
parent, requesting assistance in lo-
cating his son.
The father stated he received a
call from his son asking him to pick
him up at his residence. The father
attended, but his son was not there.
Residence Life staff member located
the student in his room sleeping.
For the rest ofBag O'
Crime, check out
thecord.ca
Ifyou haveany information regard-
ing these orany other incidents please
call 519-885-3333 or Crime Stoppers at
1-800-222-TIPS. TheBag 0' Crime is
submitted by WLUSpecial Constable
Service.
This Week in quotes
a
I got requests from stu-
dents I didn't even know
for the buttons. I put
all
my money into
that.
Posters are too passe."
—SaadAslam
VP: university affairsfor WLUSUre:
buttonshe usedforhis campaign
a
My body is tellingme
'you have done bad
things to your body,
haven't slept very much
-
bad
- you're going
to get a kick in the face
_
}»
now.
— Nick Gibson
WLUSUpresident-elect re: post-
election illness
H
So go and have fun, but
watch out, you can get
STDs from doing this,
this and this - in fact,
from doing everything."
—Juanne Clarke
Laurierprofessor re: the mediapor-
trayalofsexuality in Cosmopolitan
magazine
Photo of the
week
Four Laurier
students pose
with their
snow slide on
Hickory Street in
Northdale on Feb
6. The slide was
created created
after last week's
"snowpocaiypse."
NICK LACHANCE VISUAL DIRECTOR
CORRECTION
In the Feb. 2 article "Immigrant students more likely to pursue university education, report," itwas stated that Saad
Aslam, vice president: university affairs for theWilfrid LaurierUniversity Students' Union, moved to Canada when
he was two years of age, when in fact he
moved to the U.S. whenhe was two, and to Canada when he was 10years
old. He also was quoted as saying that for him "university was never an option," when he made the assertion that
university was never not an option for him.
Vocal Cord
What do you think
about the change to
online voting for the
WLUSU elections?
"Kind of confusing to find
But once I found it, it
was good."
-Kate Black
Third year global studies
"Much easier. Definitely
more convenient. We
should really do it again
next year."
-Travis Smallie
Second year music
"It's more convenient. It
will give more people a
chance to vote if they
don't have time to make
it out here."
-Tanjot Bal
First year geography
"I did it this year. It's a
good idea, more people
will vote even if they're
not on campus."
-Leyla Top
Fourth year communica-
tion studies
"It was a lot easier, made
it a lot more accessible. I
didn't have to wait in line
for two hours."
-Mark Youash
Fourth year political sci-
ence
Compiled by Sarah Murphy
Photos by Megan Cherniak
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"Theonline piece just made it
easier for students but it seemed like
there was more engagementgener-
ally in the campaign this year and in
the election,... that's reflected in the
amount ofpeople that turned out to
vote."
Though Wilf's was overwhelmed
by a University ofWaterloopub
crawl for most of the night, results
were revealed with a strong crowdof
candidates, election team members
and students from Laurierpresent.
As soon as we knew that we had
apacked house ofLaurierstudents
we came down and deliveredthe re-
sults, current chair of theboard and
chief
governance officer Kyle Hock-
ing said. The campaign and vote
tallying went nearly seamlessly, he
added.
We had some demerits and ap-
peals but theywere all settled pretty
well and I thinkall the candidates
are pretty satisfied with how the
elections
process went and that's the
main goal."
Gibson is intent on preparing
ahead of coming to office, noting
that he had objectives in mindfor
the
coming weeks along with VP
hiring.
For the time being it's just me
equipping myself to ensure that I
can hit the ground running right
away," he explained. "There are
some specific tougher things in my
platform that will be difficult but I
made a checklist actually the other
day of things I want to get done in
the next couple of weeks beyond
hiring."
He also mentioned a desire to sit
down with the other presidential
candidates to discuss their platform
items and how their ideas may
be
applied in the comingyear. "I think
we'd be able to bounce around some
ideas," he said.
"Obviously I had some disagree-
ments with other platforms but
there are certainly some ideas in
there that I thought were good so I
want to see what they thought and
how it could work."
A sweeping social media policy
was narrowly avoided leading up to
theelection thatwouldhave lim-
ited candidates' use of that formof
marketing.
Gibson emphasized the role
social mediaplayed in this election
not only at letting studentsknow
that an election was happening, but
as a means of informing themof all
candidates' platforms. "Thebiggest
thing was simply getting your name
out there," he said.
Looking back on his campaign, .
Gibson said everything simply came
together.
"Thebiggest thing for me was
simply that all the big things I want-
ed to do were done, I couldn't have
asked for much better."
WADE THOMPSON GRAPHICS EDITOR
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Meet the BOD
BREE MANTHA
LEAD REPORTER
ALEXANDROS MITSIOPOULOS
WORLD EDITOR
News Director Linda Givetash • lgivetash(athecord.ca
After one of the highest voter turn-
outs for the Wilfrid LaurierUniver-
sity Students'
Union (WLUSU) elec-
tions in recent memory, 15 directors
for theboard have been chosen. Of
those 15,
six are returning directors.
Returning director Jenny Solda
received the highest total votes. Her
goals for her second term focus on
WLUSU becoming more accessible.
"I'm hoping for more student advo-
cacy
next year, more awareness of
WLUSU and just making this year
better than lastyeat," she said.
New directorAndrew Chud-
novsky concurred, "The first thing
I value is to completely open up the
student government just to
make
sure that the studentsknow what's
going on."
He hopes to holdweekly hours in
the Concourse as a mediumof com-
municationwith the board where
students can voice their opinions
and concerns.
First timedirector Luke Dotto ac-
knowledged, "It's going to be a tre-
mendous learning curve [for] the
new board candidates."
Elected for the third timeto the
board, Chris Oberle has announced
interest in running for the position
of chairof the board. Experienced
directors Sunny Chanand Chris
Walker shared the same sentiment.
Oberle outlined aspirations for
next
year focusing on preparing
thoseelected for their roles. "The
better training the board has, the
more successful they'll be. Ifwe
have poortraining, we won't have a
very productive board."
He also stressed the importance
of communicationbetweenboard
members as well as fromthe board
to students, specifically Brantford
students. "It's very obvious that the
distance betweenBrantford in Wa-
terloo is growing. We had online
elections, which were more acces-
sible, but Brantford still had a very
low turnout."
Oberle hopes for more meetings
in Brantford, as well as socials and
opportunities for the Brantford stu-
dentbody to interact with WLUSU.
Returning director Jon Pryce
hopes that the chairwill guide new
and returning directors to work to-
gether to reach their common goals.
"This
year, a
lotof the directors had
all these lavish goals, and they for-
got about them - they were too busy
learning howto do the position, my-
self included."
Pryce suggested that previous
chairs could come inand give ac-
counts of theirexperiences. "We
could see different varieties ... kind
ofpiece itapart and say, 'this is our
model for the new chair.'"
Piyce aspires to be a mentor for
new directors. "I could be there to
help fellow directors achieve what
they want to do," he said. "It's all
aboutworking together."
Results
Newly elected:
Sunny Chan
• Andrew Chudnovsky
Zach Desson
Luke Dotto
Scott Fleming
Noah Habtemichael
Nick Nyhof
Bill Papanastasiou
Ryan Sher
Returning:
Jonathan Coliaton
Chris Oberle
Tom Papanastasiou
Jon Pryce
Jenny Solda
Chris Walker
Tight governors race
ERIC MERKLEY
OPINION EDITOR
On Friday night, SaadAslam won
his re-election to theboard of gov-
ernors (BOG) for the 2011-13 term
in a tight race against Ted Brown
and TomPapanastasiou, both mem-
bers ofthe Wilfrid LaurierUniversi-
ty Students'Union (WLUSU) board
of directors.
The final results show Aslam with
39 per cent or 1,653 votes, Brown
with 32 per centor 1,387 votes and
Papanastasiou at 29 per centwith
1,220 votes.
Aslam attributes his success to
past experience inboth WLUSU and
the BOG. "I really triedto focus on
my experience, especially with the
other two candidates I was run-
ning against whowere relatively in-
experienced," said Aslam after the
announcement.
"A lot ofmy friends who have
known me for the past five years
know what I've donefor students
and I triedto put that out there."
Brown echoed these comments,
crediting Aslam's success to his ex-
perience, saying that"the big thing
that wouldhave been the deciding
factor for me had I not been vot-
ing for myself was thatSaad has the
experience being on the boardof
governors."
Although Brown madeit a rela-
tively close contest, eyebrows were
raised when he didnot attend Open
Forum. He had an appointment
and an assignment due that day, but
credits it as a reason for his message
not reaching students.
"People know who I am, but if
other newpeople who are interested
don't see me out there and see the
other
guys that looks really good
on them and really bad on me," ex-
plained Brown. "Going to Open Fo-
rum wouldhave been a good idea."
Aslam also regrets not being able
to put more time into the campaign
betweenschool and his work with
the students' union, but believes his
buttons were effective in getting his
name out there.
"I heard from a lot of students
that thebuttons were great. I got
requests from students I didn'teven
knowfor the buttons. I put all my
money
in that. Posters are too passe,
so I tried to put a face to my cam-
paign by having my supporters out
therewith them," said Aslam.
At theend of this studentelec-
tioncycle Aslam sees gains being
made towards studentengagement
that can help him with his job on the
BOG by hearing student concerns.
"The onlinevoting and hav-
ing four top-notch candidates re-
ally pushed turnout and started a
dialogue and I hope that continues
throughout the year. I hate it when
it only happens at election time," he
said.
With a second election underhis
belt Aslam looks forward to advanc-
ing student interests. Specifically, he
identified the problems associated
with tremendousenrolmentgrowth,
including increasedtuitionand the
larger class sizes that are plaguing
Laurier.
In all, he wants to "push for the
best experience for Laurier students
possible."
NICK LACHANCE VISUAL DIRECTC
Saad Aslam, who will sit on the board of governors for the next two years, celebrates his win.
Referenda
results
MORGAN ALAN
BLUEPRINT EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Of the six questions proposed in this
year's election, all but one passed. A
proposal to renew theStudent Life
Levy (SLL) at theßrantford campus
failed, with 64 per cent ofstudents
voting against the measure. An
identicalproposal at theWaterloo
campus passed, with slim 55.7 per
cent support.
Party chair for the Fitness Centre
expansion component of the SLL
Matthew Rice explained that the
referendumpassing will "provide
new opportunities in every aspect of
[students'] health and wellness. The
new Fit Centrewillaffect everyone
from the avid gym user to the varsity
athleteto the first-time user."
With 64.5 per cent support, a pro-
posal to create a student refugee
sponsorship program (RSP) was
successful.
The creationof a School of Busi-
ness and Economics Faculty Based
Activity fee was successful with 71.1
per cent support from SBE students.
"It shows the forward-thinking of
the SBE... it's a good representation
ofwhat SBE stands for," said Aneesh
Lai, outgoing SBE students' society
president andparty chair.
Referendato approve WLUSU's
auditor and financial statements
each passed, with 83.8 per cent and
82.4 per cent of the vote.
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Turnout
drastically
jumps
—cover
Business students are required to
maintaina 7.0 to remain in thepro-
gram. "[I'm] a little disappointed,
but still in my mind it's not bad,"
said academic advisor AnneEllis. "I
hate to see it go downand hopefully
it's a blip."
As for first-year science students,
33.9 per cent were below a 5.0 GPA
and 21.3 per cent were below a 4.0.
"We're certainly concerned; this
is new to be tracking them at this
point," commented deanof science
Paul Jessop.
"We think and we hope that come
May whenwe're looking at these
numbers that they will be much bet-
ter, but we don'thave a good feel
statistically for how muchbetter is
reasonable to expect."
The minimumadmissions aver-
age from high school is 72 per cent
for arts and86 per cent for busi-
ness. While the science minimum
admissionvaries on whichprogram
the studentpursues, there is no pro-
gram in the faculty that has lower
than a 74 per cent cut-off.
Compared to last year, however,
the arts minimumadmission for the
2010-11 year was two per
cent lower.
"One of the things we didn'tused
to do in the past was look at the end
of first term and how students were
being successful," explained Debo-
rah MacLatchy, VP: academic.
"What we are enabledto do now
is begin a dialogue with the students
who are inacademic jeopardy."
At the arts information sessions
that were offered, students were en-
couraged to join the already estab-
lished arts BOOST programwhich
pairs them up with senior level peer
mentors.
From the 115 students that par-
ticipated in BOOST last year, 68
completed the program. However,
with alarger numberof students at
risk, the faculty called for more vol-
unteers and implemented another
programcalled CONNECT
that en-
couragesstudents to pair with se-
nior students for informal weekly
meetings.
"It gives themthe chance to
bounce some ideas off some senior
students in regards to study skills
or any questions they may have and
if they are not sure who to turn to,"
faculty of arts academic advisor Ju-
lie Pong explained.
Ellis noted thatany BBA student
who received belowa C average was
contacted viaemail but very few at-
tendedcounselling sessions.
«
A lot of them know what
they need to do, it is just
they have to go do it"
—Julie Pong
Faculty of arts academic advisor
Pong identified issues with many
struggling first-year students such
as lack of motivation, time manage-
ment skills and the adjustment from
high school to university.
Associate deanofscience Richard
Elliott also voiced his concern about
first-year students, "Students may
not mature or realize that there's a
big difference from what they did in
high school until Christmas."
"With more emphasis on reten-
tion in the various faculties, the big
thing is finding out how students are
doing as quickly as possible so we
can help them with remedial action,"
added Elliott.
"It is important to get timely and
accurate information."
Pong urges students to reach out
to academic advising and to their
professor's office hours.
"A lot of themknow whatthey
need to do, it is just they have to go
do it," she said.
As well, faculty members have
come up with ideas on howto im-
prove the experience for first-year
students such as a committee ex-
amining how 100-level courses
are structured and initiativesto
help students avoid difficult course
scheduling.
Carroll is hoping to continue to
expand the learning experience of
first year by offering the possibility
of seminarswith smaller class siz-
es to first-year arts students in the
future.
"At the momentwe don'thave the
resources to do that, but we're ap-
plying for some SIF funding to do
it," Carroll continued. "Andifwe
get a few of these going and they
prove to be successful and popular,
then we're hoping to get a few more
resources."
News in brief
Teen sentenced for graffiti
In late October, Alex Pomper, 19, of
Kitchener was arrested after spray
painting the wall of the Laurier Spe-
cial Constable Services building and
the back window of one cruiser.
Pomper, not a Laurierstudent,
was sentenced Feb. 4 to ayear on
probation, 30 hours of community
service andordered to repay the
$200 in damage he caused. He was
intoxicated at the time and at the
time ofhis court appearancehad
been drinking for 10 days straight,
according to the Waterloo Region
Record.
—Compiled by MikeLakusiakCOURTESY OF SPECIAL CONSTABLE SERVICES
CAMPUS
Research profile: Juanne Clarke
OLIVIA NIGHTINGALE
STAFF WRITER
MEGAN CHERNIAK
PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
Campus News Editor Mike Lakusiak • mlakusiak(athecord.ca
As a professor of womenand gender
studies at Wilfrid LaurierUniversity
and a medical and healthsociolo-
gist by training, Juanne Clarke has
focused much ofher research on the
portrayal of health, gender and sex-
uality in the media.
Thesesubjects intertwine in
Clarke's recent work published in
the journal Health, Risk & Society.
Two ofher recent publications
discuss the portrayal ofsexually
transmitted infections in women's
magazines.
When studying magazines geared
towardsyoung adults, particularly
Cosmopolitan and Glamour, Clarke
foundthat "sex is portrayed as be-
ing fun and recreational, while at the
same time [young adults] are being
told that its consequencesare very
dangerous.
"It's incredibly paradoxical."
These magazines do little to pro-
mote monogamy,she said, rather
encouraging women to be sexually
adventurous.
Clarke said that youngwomen are
given the message that they should
seek to enjoy sexual endeavours, but
at the same timewarnedof unpleas-
ant
consequences. "So go and have
fun, but watch out, you can get STDs
from doing this, this andthis - in
fact, from doing everything."
This paradox also appears in
magazines aimed at middle-aged
women, such as Ladies' Home Jour-
nal. In these publications, Clarke
explained, "Sex is emphasized as a
duty that is necessaiy to satisfy their
husbands." With similar warnings
about STIs, these magazines also
provide their readers with mixed
messages about sex.
Magazines for teenage girls, such
as Seventeen, avoid the subject of
sex almost altogether and obscure
associated risks. "For teenaged
women sexuality is not discussed
as much, with sexually transmitted
diseases seldom being described,"
she said.
For Clarke, the important aspect
to consider is the role of media in
our society.
"Whatwe understand to be true
and false, our attitudes, our behav-
iours are all reflected by, and influ-
enced by the media," she said. She
said the media produces strong and
often conflicting ideas about sexual-
ity. "Whether it's teenagers or adult
women, the ideas [in the media]
aboutsexuality reflect gender roles."
Although Clarke's research does
not focus on the portrayal of sex and
STIs in men's magazines, she ac-
knowledged glaring discrepancies.
While women's magazines, par-
ticularly Cosmo, are often over-
whelmingly sexualized, magazines
appealing to male readers are less
conspicuous whenit comes to this
content. "Sex doesnot dominateto
the same extent inmen's magazines
and therefore there is little mention
of sexually transmitted infections,"
she said.
While Clarke may return to this
topic for further research in the fu-
ture - examining ethnic differences
in mediaportrayals of sexuality -
her focus has shifted. Currently she
is researching children's mental
health as portrayed in the mediaand
recently examined depression and
gender portrayals in media.MEGAN CHERNIAK PHOTO MANAGER
Grades drop in other
faculties as well
—cover
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'It's certainly not a matter of choice'
PRAVEEN ALWIS
STAFF WRITER
Local Editor Vacant
￿ editor@thecord.ca
Homelessness and urban poverty
stand as key social issues in cit-
ies across Canada and it is a reality
which has not escaped Waterloore-
gion. Organizations providing im-
mediate shelter, food and counsel-
ling stand at the front lines of this
fight and seek not only to address
the needsof those in crisis, but the
misconceptions and myths which
continueto be attached to people
facing homelessness.
"A
person experiencing home-
lessness is still a wholeperson aside
from the fact they're experiencing
homelessness," notedRon Flam-
ing, program director of residential
services for House ofFriendship, a
Christian social outreach organiza-
tionwhich has operated in the Wa-
terlooregion since 1939. "For me,
how I learned thatwas just meeting
people and realizing the common
interests thatwe had."
Flaming emphasized that the
homeless demographic is a diverse
and complex population. "If there
are 50 people in the shelter for the
night, there are 50 different stories
and 100 different reasons why peo-
ple are there," he said.
Homeless individuals can gen-
erally be thought of as belong-
ing to threecategories. "We call it
one-timehomelessness, episodic
homelessness and persistent home-
lessness" said Flaming. "One-time
homelessness is when somebody,
through some kind ofcircumstance,
finds themselves withouta place
to live. It might be theirapartment
burnedout, or they lost their job and
can't
pay rent," he explained. Epi-
sodic homelessness is experienced,
as Flaming explained, by individuals
who are "in a situationwhere they
become homeless every once in a
while."
In contrast, the persistent
homeless are individuals for which
homelessness has become a perma-
nent situation. "Many people would
have the impression that people
staying in the shelterare chronically
homelessbut that isn't the case,"
Flaming clarified. "Last year, 76 per
cent of the people stayed in the shel-
ter only once or twice throughout
theentire year. Only 24 per cent of
the people were here threeor more
times."
Speaking to the improvements
theregion has made in providing
support to people in any of these
situations, Trudy Beaulne, execu-
tive director of the social planning
council of Kitchener-Waterloo, said,
"Certainly a really significant [ini-
tiative] very recently is the opening
of SHOW (Supportive Housing of
Waterloo), which has provided 30
units to get people off the street."
Despite the push for more hous-
ing initiatives, culturalattitudes
remain incredibly important and
influential in altering the situation
for people in homelessness. "When
people treatyou like you're some
kind ofcreature or non-human
it's really, really debilitating," said
Beaulne.
It is a sentimentechoedby Ro-
berta Hickey, a 12-year volunteer
with Out of the Cold, a program
that provides overnight housing and
meals for the homeless at churches
throughout the region. "Some think
that people choose homelessness.
If
you talk to some people and hear
their stories, it's certainly not a mat-
ter ofchoice," she said, while noting
the significant numberof working
homeless for which she provides
wake-up calls.
Organizations including House
of Friendship and Out of the Cold
rely heavily on co-operation with
other non-profit organizations in
the region as well as community
involvement.
"It was manyyears ago that the
federal government reduced the
amount ofmoney for homelessness
initiatives andreally that's what's
needed," Hickey said. "You can have
all the greatideas in the worldbut if
you don'thave funding it's not going
to happen."
"There are various ways thatpeo-
ple can contribute by volunteering
at Out of the Cold or other places
or by getting informed," Beaulne
expressed, including communicat-
ing with all levels of government to
shine light on the issue.
That demand for active support
was conveyed by Flaming who ex-
plained that new volunteers are al-
ways welcomeand also emphasi2ed
the need for donations in the form
ofseasonal clothing and toiletries.
"There's been a lot ofwork done
in WaterlooRegion and it's shown
and it's had an impact but it certain-
ly hasn'teliminatedthe problem,"
Beaulne added.
- WithfilesfromAlanna Wallace
NICK LACHANCE VISUAL DIRECTOR
2011 budget planned
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR
On Monday evening the Waterloo
city council will approve the budget
for the 2011 year. However, drastic
changes are not expected.
"This year's budget is basically
a status quo budget," said the city's
chief financial officer and treasurer
Bob Mavin. "There are no new staff
members, there's some expansion
funding that'sbeenput in place for
some approvals that happened last
year.... This year's budget is basi-
cally a continuationofwhat we've
donein the past."
According to Mavin, some of
the 2011 budget's highlights will be
finding ways to continue the fund-
ing of projects that are already in
place, such as the maintaining of the
Waterloo Public Square and the op-
erating costs for its ice rink, as well
as "prosperity funding for cultural
organizations." Mavin also stated
that proposed playing fields that are
to be built on University ofWaterloo
land just north ofWestmount road
and the phasing inof the city's al-
ready-approved storm water man-
agementsystem wouldbe up for
discussion at Monday's meeting.
JeffHenry, councillor for Ward6,
echoed Mavin's statements regard-
ing the budget that is to be approved
on Monday.
I think the most important thing
to take away from this year's budget
is that its a one year budget, it's a bit
steady as she goes," he said.
However, according to Henry,
Monday's council meeting willalso
have to see discussion regarding the
$165 million infrastructure deficit
thecity currently faces.
"It's a big challenge and a big
pressure
because we've got things
thatwe built in the '50s and the '60s
and now thebill is coming in to re-
pay themand we have to find ways
to fund that," he said. "A few years
ago, council approved setting aside
20 per cent of assessment growth
— that's more money that comes in
because of new buildings and more
expensive buildings that come in
— setting aside 20 per cent of that
to help fund thatpressure; that's a
down paymentand we're going to be
talking a little bit on Monday about
howcommitted we are to those
numbers."
Although the 2011 budget is
%
short-term in nature,Henry be-
lieves that the2012-14 budget will
play a much larger role in determin-
ing the futureof Waterloo.Accord-
ing to thecouncillor, work on that
budget will start right away.
"Thereally interesting budget is
going to be the three-year one that
we'll be working with the commu-
nity to settle over thenext year," he
said. "We're going to start almost
immediately after we approve the
2011 budget and that's being driven
by the strategic plan and that's an
areafor community participation
and it's an opportunity for students
and the entire community to talk
aboutwhat they really want."
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'Metered' Internet plan
forced to be reviewed
"We think it hurts students, we think it hurts small businesses
and the creators and innovators in our society."
-Tony Clement, industry minister
JUSTIN SMIRLIES
STAFF WRITER
National Editor Vacant • editor@thecord.ca
InParliament last week, the fed-
eral government told the Canadian
Radio-television and Telecommu-
nications Commission (CRTC) to
review its controversial decision on
usage-based billing (UBB) for Inter-
net consumers or they will overturn
the decision themselves.
The CRTC, in a statement re-
leased Thursday, has delayed imple-
mentationof usage-based billing
for at least 60 days to review their
ruling.
"We don't think that's fair, we
don't thinkthat it's right and we
don't thinkthat it helps with choice
and competition in the market
place," explained industry minister
Tony Clement.
"We think it hurts students, we
think it hurts small businesses and
the creators and innovators in our
society."
With pressure from larger tele-
com companies, the CRTC attempt-
ed to pass a ruling in which smaller
and independent Internetservice
providers (ISPs) thatoffer unlimited
bandwidth must follow thebusiness
models of the larger companies such
as Bell.
The commission allowed larger
companies to charge the usage of
smaller independent Internetser-
vice providers — who essentially
"rent" out the bandwidth from larger
providers — in an attempt to end
unlimited Internet plans.
Sceptics ofusage-based bill-
ing believe that it will enable larger
telecom companies to dominatethe
Internet industry by charging con-
sumers based on howmuch band-
width they use, therefore creating
higher internet costs for heavy users
such as small businesses.
Clement believes that the CRTC
must review its decision in order
to come up with a more viable ap-
proach that ensures competition
betweencompanies and a wider
choice for consumers.
"The government is trying to ma-
noeuvre through this withoutbiting
the bullet by establishing new rides
or anew roadmap for these indus-
tries," said Geoff Stevens, a political
science professor at Wilfrid Laurier
University. "I think they needto take
a hard look at the CRTC and decide
whether it's structured the way it
wants it to be."
He also addedthat if the
governmentultimately decides to
reject the CRTC's decision, it would
result in lower internetcosts and
thecontinued notionof an "open"
Internet.
However, Stevens stated that the
CRTC is only really targeting the
heavy users who downloadexcess
amounts of data. "Why should a
small user such as me, for example,
be subsidizing for people who spend
their days downloading stuff?"
Clement is concerned about the
effect this situation could have on
students. "Students are huge con-
sumers ofbandwidth, and we know
that," headded. "This wouldhave a
very profound effect on theability
of students to engagein educational
tools and, in that sense, it is very
negative on our ability to compete
for the futureand for students to ob-
tain the skills they are going to need
for the 21st century economy."
On Feb. 4, Internetusers against
the CRTC gathered in Torontoto
rally against usage-based billing.
While they did not organize the
event, a non-profit organization by
the nameof Openmedia.ca spon-
sors movements such as these and
advocates for an open communica-
tions system in Canada.
Among the supporters at the rally
were New Democratic Party (NDP)
leader Jack Layton and Liberal MP
Dan McTeague.
"We're hoping they come out with
a favourable decision, one that over-
turns internet metering to the great-
est extent possible," said Openme-
dia.ca's communicationsmanager
Lindsey Pinto about the issue. She
also addedthat she hopes that they
do not just come out with a mere
"pricing change."
Openmedia.ca has also launched
a petition campaign to stop inter-
net "metering." As of now they have
received about 420,000 signatures
calling for this decision by the CRTC
to be immediately reversed.
Considering the influence any
decision could have politically, Ste-
vens also noted the link to the elec-
tion that may occur in the spring; "I
don't think you can separate this in-
ternet usage issue from the impend-
ing election politically. They are tied
together."
In question period on Feb. 3,
Clement and the Conservative gov-
ernment were criticized by their po-
litical peers about their inactivity to
intervene quickly.
Clementaddressed thehouse by
saying, "We are forbroadband ac-
cess, we are for the Internet,
for the consumer."
STEPHANIE TRUONG GRAPHICS ARTIST
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Students with disabilities pay more, study
NICOLE GREEN
CORD NATIONAL
76% of students would make use of educational assistive aids
68% claimed the aids were too costly for personal purchase
A study commissioned by theHigh-
er EducationQuality Council of
Ontario (HEQCO), an agency that
reviews post-secondary institu-
tions and reports to theprovincial
government, revealed that
students
with disabilities face unique chal-
lenges when pursuing post-second-
ary education with specific empha-
sis on the financialobstacle.
The study focused mainly on stu-
dents with learning and mental dis-
abilities. Of the students surveyed
81 per
cent were concerned about
the debt they will incur by the time
they graduate.
Half of the students expected to
have a debtof $20,000or more, and
40 per cent of the students were
altering their post secondary pur-
suits due to financial barriers or
debt. There are further additional
costs for assistive aids, medication
and support services. While 76 per
cent of students claimed they would
make use of assistive aids, 68 per
cent claimed the aids were too costly
for personal purchase. .
The cost of being assessed to re-
ceive documentationofa disability
alone can exceed $3,000.
Tony Chambers, the research
communicationsofficer for HEQ-
CO, who conductedthe study ex-
plained, "If a studentis not eligible
for [Ontario Student Assistance
Program] OSAP they are not eligible
for
any support regarding students
with disabilities."
Chambers went on to add, "We
think that perhaps the government
should not use eligibility for OSAP
as the litmus test for eligibility of
some of these funds." Whilehe feels
that current government programs
are successful, Chambers stated
that the criteria for programs such
as OSAP needto be reconsidered to
better benefit students.
It is not financial obstacles alone
that affect disabled students. Ac-
cording to Chambers, it is the infor-
mationaboutthese resources that
also needs to be disseminatedbet-
ter. He explained that this is dueto
"the form in which the information
is shared."
He specified this by noting that
online sources are only accessible to
those with Internet access, aswell
as printed information pieces that
exclude certain disabilities.
Chambers suggested thatas a so-
lution to this informationalbarrier
"there needs to be better co-ordina-
tion ofdisability services between
secondary schools and university
and colleges."
While nondisabled students also
face informational and financial
obstacles, disabled students also
face the stigmatism of having a
disability.
The study showed that42 per cent
«
There needs to be
better co-ordination
of disability services
between secondary
schools and university
and colleges"
—Tony Chambers
Research communications officer
of students expressed feeling op-
pressed by others becauseof their
disability. As a result of this stig-
matisation, Chambers explained
that disabled students "feel uncom-
fortable aboutasking college or uni-
versity personnel about theresourc-
es available."
To reverse this stigmatisation in
society, Chambers calls for "greater
outreach from an institutionlevel
about the resources that are avail-
able for students with particular
challenges."
"Improving information flow
across disabled and nondisabled
populations might reduce the
amount of stigmatisation," Cham-
bers added. "The government can do
the same thing with theirresources."
TAYLOR GAYOWSKI GRAPHICS ARTIST
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The ballad of Hugo Chavez
EUGENIO GOMEZ-CHICO
CORD WORLD
World Editor Alex Mitsiopoulos • amitsiopoutoscathecord.ca
In 1998 Venezuela's political scenar-
io changed dramatically when Hugo
Chavez Friaswas elected president.
Last week, in a mixed tone ofcel-
ebration and political campaign,
Chavez held meetings and events
throughout the country to reassert
his pledge to the people and celebrate
the 12th anniversary ofthe Bolivarian
Revolution.
With over a decade in government,
the people of Venezuela and the world
look back to size up
Chavez' policies.
"Both in practice and in discourse,
he has handled the rules of democracy
tothe point ofmaximumtension, if
not frank erosion," commented Nata-
lia Saltalamacchia, professor for the
department of internationalstudies at
the AutonomousTechnological Insti-
tute ofMexico (ITAM).
Chavezhas worked to find legal
means to legitimize his holdon power,
starting from the creationof a new
Constitution in 1999,to the multiple
ad hoc reforms that have taken place
over theyears.
According to Saltalamacchia, the
fact that this hasbeen possible "un-
derlinesthe"existence ofa basic
democratic consensus."
Various successful missions in ar-
eas ofhealth, education and foodun-
derpin the changes pushed by Chavez
and have helped him to earn the confi-
denceofhis constituents.
According to the pollster GIS XXI,
Chavez has popular support despite
his long stay in power with an approv-
al rate that is around 54 per cent.
However, he has faced popular dis-
content in recent months due to the
housing shortage after the rainstorms
of late 2010 and the rise ofviolence
and insecurity.
"There is discontent in the country
for the circumstances they live, but it
is not widespread due to the effective
mass management thatthe ruling par-
ty has," commentedJessica Rojas, civil
society activist in LatinAmerica.
"Venezuelan society receives much
outside influence and that is where
the movement for free elections has its
roots," said Rojas.
Chavez suffered a setback during
the last legislative elections in Sep-
tember, when the opposition got52
per cent
ofthe popular votes.
Rojas explained, "These results
as well as the scenario for 2012 will
be influencedby this movement that
has been gaining force in search of
freedom from coercion in the electoral
process."
Rojas commentedthat some sec-
tors ofthe population are starting to
resent the effects of his role as leader
of the left movements inLatin Amer-
ica, whilepaying less attentionto the
nationalneeds.
"The people feel thathe should look
back inside and start solving the prob-
lemsofthe country."
According to Saltalamacchia, since
the 2004 referendum Chavez "began a
course of radicalizationofhis govern-
ment thatextended to international
relations," transforming them into an
instrumentofconsolidationofits po-
liticalproject in Venezuela.
"He implemented an active and
controversial strategy to support re-
lated policy options inother countries
ofthe region. As part ofthis support
was his lively and prolonged celebra-
tionofsuccessive electoral victory
of leftist leaders," Saltalamacchia
concluded.
WhileChavez continueshis day-
to-day proselytizing campaigns, there
is still a long path towards the 2012
elections. "You can have freeelections
without democracy, but there is no de-
mocracywithout free elections," Rojas
stated.
iQUE COMUNISMO! CONTRIBUTED IMAGE
World in brief
WASHINGTON DC, U.S.A.
On Feb. 3, the United States made
it clear that it was time to end the
global weapons talks. Reaching an
impasse, the U.S. and Russia would
develop an agreement thatwould
ban the production of new nuclear
weapons.
The treaty has since been
ratified by the Russian Upper House,
the finalmajor step in finalizing the
agreement. In late April 2009, Unit-
ed States President Barack Obama
made a speech inPrague abouthis
goal for a nuclear-free world.
SOUTH SUDAN
Results from the referendum
showed that an overwhelming 99
per cent of people from SouthSudan
voted for independence from the
North. There is widespread enthu-
siasm in the South, as citizens be-
gin to embrace the ideaof living in
"Africa's newest nation." The issues
ofborder separation and oil rights
have still not+>een decided, but it is
estimated that a separation will give
theSouth control of 80 per cent of
former Sudan's oil.
CAIRO, Egypt
PresidentHosni Mubarakin Egypt
has stepped down as the leaderof
the country's ruling party, but will
sit as president for the durationof
his term until September elections.
Theresignation was a positive ges-
ture to protestors in Cairo that de-
mand Mubarakstep down as presi-
dent as well.
NORTH WARIZISTAN,
Pakistan
Four men whowere accused ofbe-
ing spies for theUnited States were
shot and killed inPakistan by mili-
tants last Saturday. Theremains
of the individuals were found with
notes in the pockets of the bod-
ies stating that, "This is the fate for
whoeverworks for the U.S." The
bodies were found along a road near
North Warizistan, which has been
known to be a region that has har-
boured the Pakistani Taliban and al~
Qaeda linked militants.
LONDON, England
The United Nations Food and Agri-
culture Organization (FAO), warns
that world foodprices have reached
an all time high. The FAO's food
price index, which measures the
change in theprice for basic com-
modities such as sugars, cereals,
fat, dairy, oils and meats, rose by 3.4
per cent in January. Abdolreza Ab-
bassian, an economist for theFAO,
said that these high prices are likely
to remain over thenext few months.
-Compiled by RaviBalakrishnan
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Class of 1911 In Depth
Editor Rebecca Vasluianu has compiled information, photos and text
about what it was like to be a student in the university's firstyear of operation.
At the time, it was called the Evangelical Lutheran Seminary of Canada and was
a school meant for the instruction of students trying to become ministers. The
first class only had four students, who were all male. Ail photos and information,
unless otherwise mentioned, are from the WLU Archives.
i
Course Offerings
Preparatory Year
Arithmetic, Algebra,
Geometry, Physics,'
Physiology, General
History, English,
Rhetoric, Psychology,
Logic, German, Latin,'
Greek, Geology,
Astronomy
Junior Year
Scripture, Encyclope-
dic, Hebrew, Isagogic
Systematic Theology,
Historical Theology,
Philosophy
Middle Year
Scripture, Systematic
Theology, Historical
Theology, Practical
Theology
Senior Year
Scripture, Systematic
Theology, Historical
Theology, Practical
Theology
Enrolled Students (1912)
Preparatory Level:
Mr. M. Bitzer
Mr. F. Christiansen
Mr. H. Rembe
Junior Level:
Mr. N. Wiilison
The Seminary's Mission
Article 2 of The Charter of the Evangelical Lutheran Seminary of Canada
Charter states, "The purpose of this seminary is, and shall be, to educate
and train worthy and competent men in the various branches of
Theological science, to fit them for the Public ministry of the Gospel."
Students were educated in English and German in order to be able to
preach in both languages. The Charter later states that "Every student, as;
prospective minister of the Church of Christ, must cultivate and
maintain sound and earnest Christian character and life, give daily
attention to prayer and personal communication with God."
Y%20
>
Contingent fee at the beginnii
of the year towards expenses
incurred for heating, lighting
and care ofbuilding
$36
Fee for instruction in all the
subjects of any course in any
year
k $150
I %Room and board a
' *
Dorm rules
A.M.
6:00: Rising
7:00: Breakfast
7:45: Matins*
8:00-12:00: Instruction
P.M.
12:00 Dinner**
12:30-1:30: Intermission
1:30-4:00: Instruction
4:00-6:00: Intermission
6:00: Supper***
7:00: Vespers****
7:00-8:00: Reading,
Study or Meditation
8:00-10:00: Study
10:00: Retiring
*
Matins refers to a form of
morning prayer, typically
performed at sunrise.
**
Traditionally, dinner referred
to the chiefor largest meal of
the day — the first meal in a
two-meal day, occurring at ap-
proximately noon.
***
Supper used to refer to the
chief evening meal when had in
an informal setting.
****
Vespers refers to an eve-
ning prayer performed by
Lutherans. It comes from the
Latin word meaning
"evening
"
Rules of Conduct
1. Every student is expected to be a Christian
Gentleman at all times under ail circumstances.
2. Loud talking or boisterous conduct are to be avoid-
ed in the house or upon the street.
3. Smoking will be regulated in the dormitory and the
grounds. It is forbidden upon the streets or outside
the Institution.
4. Students must avoid theatres and places where li-
quor is sold.
5. No serious nor frivolous relations with the opposite
sex will be tolerated.
6. Students are not expected to be absent from the
dormitory after 8 p.m. without permission from the
House Father.
7. Students are expected to attend Lutheran Church
services on Sundays except by permission to the i
contrary from the House Father. A
Around the world
Mar. 7, 1911
British physicist Ernest
Rutherford presents a paper
regarding his discovery of the
structure of the atom.
Mar. 16, 1911
Ottawa Senators win the
Stanley Cup.
Oct. 10, 1911
Republican Revolution breaks
out in China.
Dec. 14, 1911
Roald Amundsen reaches the
Pole.
This photo was taken at the opening of the Evangelical Lutheran Seminary of Canada.
The building shown above on Albert Street was the first part of the new school.
(
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Bryson collaborates
ANTHONYDAMIAO
STAFF WRITER
Arts Editor Sarah Murphy « smurphy(athecord.ca
Jim Biyson and the Weakerthans
played to a full house at the Starlight
last Thursday night.
The evening began with a set from
singer-songwriter Daniel Ledwell
andhis disarming charm and song
writing chops.
The Sunparlour Players followed
with the reckless abandonof folk-
rock at its finest.
The trio left ears ringing and
sold homemadepreserves after the
show.
Jim Biyson hit the stage around
11 o'clock after what most would
consider a tough act to follow.
Backed by The Weakerthans, a Ca-
nadian treasure, he played with the
grace and confidence ofa seasoned
veteran.
Before the show, Bryson offered
The Cord some of his time for an in-
terview about his new record Falcon
Lake Incident. Biyson recorded the
album with The Weakerthans at a
cottage in Falcon Lake, Manitoba.
"I hadworked with them on their
songs, I hadbeenworking on a re-
cord and I thought it would be nice
if they wantedto work on some
of mine," said Jim regarding the
collaboration.
"The ideablossomed into this big
monster and we ended up making
a whole record out in the middle of
nowhere in Manitoba."
Bryson has worked extensively
with KathleenEdwards as well as
The Weakerthans, Sarah Harmer
andLynn Miles.
On this particular record, he was
joined not only by the Weakerthans,
but by the smoky voice of Jill Barber
and GordSinclair of The Tragically
Hip.
The musician largely credits his
inspiration and lyrical intuitionto
his high school English teacher.
"I didn't really have any cultural
influences around me, it was just
road hockey and Saturday morning
cartoons," he reflected.
"It all happened at around the
same time as I had this really influ-
ential English teacher, it just seemed
like I was ready. I was a really rest-
less, behaviouralproblem kid that
had lots of troubles, I guess I was a
late bloomer. It was all the right set
of circumstances both musically and
having the right teacherwho got me
into books andwords."
Jim counts punk bands, Joe Jack-
son, Husker Du and Russian novel-
ists among the biggest influences of
his youth.
The result seems to be a singer-
songwriter with an ability to capture
the sincerity of lyrical music while
also creating the lively atmosphere
most often associated with simple
pop songs.
"I definitely think my music has a
lot of elements. I do get classified in
the singer-songwriter vein, I'm not
uncomfortable with it. But we defi-
nitely liven it up a bit for an eleven
'o'clock show."
Falcon Lake Incident is a dynamic,
a
The idea blossomed into
this big monster and
we ended up making a
whole record out in the
middle of nowhere in
Manitoba."
—Jim Bryson
lyrical record.
"Freeways in the Frontyard"
beautifully contemplates the redis-
covery of an old friendor lover while
exhibiting some of Biyson's best lyr-
ical work.
The whole albumbenefits great-
ly from his subtly poignant voice,
which suits the lyrics andthe feel of
his band.
"Decidedly" combines unim-
peachable lyrics with the driving
rhythm of an electric guitar. It was
the closest track on the record to
capturing theoverall mood of his
live set.
Biyson's show at theStarlight fell
on the first weekof his Falcon Lake
Incident tour.
It will end fittingly attheFalcon
Trails Resort in Manitoba on Mar.6.
MEGAN CHERNIAK PHOTO MANAGER
Jim Bryson, backed by the Weakerthans, played Starlight last week.
Acclaimed soprano performs at WLU
ANTHONY DAMIAO
STAFF WRITER
There
are timeswhenLau-
rier's music program can
come across as Kitchener-
Waterloo's best kept secret.
Seemingly hoarded,to one small
section ofWLU's modest campus, it
can be forgotten at times how fortu-
nate we are to have a music program
that garners as much national atten-
tion as ours.
Last Friday, the MaureenForrest-
er Recital Hallwas graced by Cana-
diansopranoKarina Gauvin.
A bright lighton the Canadian
classical music scene, Gauvin has
won two Juno awards as well as be-
ing nominatedfor many others.
She has also sung with the Chi-
cago symphony and has performed
live at Carnegie Hall.
Like the other shows in this se-
ries, the performance was free and
open
to the public, having been
sponsored by MWM Financial
Group.
It was delightful to see so many
people from so many differentback-
grounds all inattendance.
Gauvin was accompanied on the
grand piano by one ofWilfrid Lau-
rier's own, Leslie Death.
The music that filled the re-
cital hallwas not only technically
brilliant on all levels, it was exciting.
Gauvin sang a numberof songs in
at least three languages, and despite
the obvious concentrationrequired,
she still seemed to be completely
within the moment for every verse.
Gauvin
sang with incredible flu-
idity, expressing the emotionswith-
in the music.
It was a testament to howlong
she has beenperforming and how
dedicatedshe remains.
Gauvin received a standing ova-
tion, which was followedby three
breathtaking encore songs.
It didn't take a music studentto
marvel at how her voice carried over
the audience, both in the powerful
notes, and the ones that hadbarely
reached a whisper.
Theseworld class performances
sponsored by MWM are open to the
entirecommunity, whether Laurier
attendees or not.
Even thoseunfamiliar with clas -
sical or operatic music are strongly
urged to take the timeto check up on
the events hosted by the Faculty of
Music.
If Gauvin's performance from Fri-
day evening is any reflection of the
series' calibre, itwon'tbe a night
you'll forget any time soon - an un-
common thing to say in regards to
the evening exploits of most univer-
sity students.
Follow Cord Arts'
new weekly playlist
to hear staff picks
for the best of the
week at
cordarts.blogspot.com
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What can LSPIRG do for VOU?
I •s • pirg [el-es-purg] (el-es-purg)
funded. student-Driented organization that provides opportunities
for Laurier students to be agents of social change.
LSPIRG
© -M
© resume free workshops
©
© help you meet like-minded people
© love you lots and lots
New Releases
Feb. 15:
Bright Eyes
The People's Key
The Dears
Degeneration Street
Drive-By Truckers
Go-go Boots
Sonic Youth
Simon Werner a Disparu
Laurier film prof
studies 007
LIZ SMITH
CORD ARTS
Lisa Funnell has a long history with
James Bond.
"I
grewup watching the Roger
Moore movies with my Dad," said
theLaurier film studies professor.
While completing her MA at Brock
University in popular culture, Fun-
nel! got involvedwith writing about
Bond academically.
"Why not write about the most
popular, longest running film fran-
chise there is?" she said. This idea
grew
and flourished into what
wouldbecome a very successful ca-
reer researching and writing about
the fictional
spy.
Two ofFunnell's soon-to-be-
published academic articles delve
deep into theworld of the British
super-spy James Bond.
The first, an essay titled "Negoti-
ating Shifts in Feminism: The 'Bad'
Girls of James Bond," willbe pub-
lished this March in Women on Screen.:
FeminismandFemininity in Visual
Culture.
The second article is titled'"I
Know Where You Keep Your Gun':
Daniel Craig as the Bond-Bond Girl
Hybrid in Casino Royale" and will
be published in the Journal ofPopular
Culture in June.
Muchofher current research on
Bondregards the representations of
femalecharacters, specifically the
"Bond Girl" and "BondVillain," and
the way they can be traced through-
out the franchise.
"At first, James Bondwas given
two different types ofwomen. There
was the good girl, or Bond girl, who
emerged in the 1960s with liberal
sexual identities. She was good be-
cause he could domesticate her.
She continued, "Thevillains too
had liberal sexual identities, howev-
er, they refused to be domesticated.
They laughed at Bond. That's how
the initialrelationship was set, good
girls versus bad girls and James
Bond in the middle."
So how has the franchise
changed? In regards to the most re-
cent Bond actor, Daniel Craig, Fun-
nell stated, "I have argued in my
article that he represents amore
American model ofheroism. James
Bond previously was a libido-based
hero, his masculinity was based on
his ability to bed women."
Craig's portrayal ofBond is a shift
away
fromwhatFunnell calls the
"British Lover Model," into a more
"Hollywood, body-based model."
"I would argue he's also a bit of
a Bond girl in it - he's the one who
comes out ofthe water in a bikini
and lies on the beach to be gazed at."
For this reason, Funnell feels Craig
represents a completely new kind of
hero for the series.
The Bond franchise's place for
women has also evolved, as Fun-
nellpointed out. "Looking at the
1990s re-emerged Bond girl, who
is anAmericanized action woman,
they're post-feminist heroines," she
claims.
As for the end ofher Bond writing
career,
it's not yet in sight. "Every
time they release a film I feel com-
pelled to write anotherpaper and
see where this franchise is going in
relationto where it's come [from]."
According to the professor, there
is simply not enough literature
studying 007.
"There are gaps, [and] for me as a
scholar, you want to find those gaps
and fill up the space."
The next instalment, Bond2} has
an official release date of Nov. 9,
2012, with rumours of Javier Bardem
playing the villain opposite Daniel
Craig's Bond.
As for Lisa Funnell's opinion on
the franchise's sexiest Bond? "Pierce
Brosnan takes it. There's just some-
thing abouthim."
ELLI GARLIN PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
Hillside goes indoors
The beloved summer festival put on an indoor concert series
in Guelph last weekend, as fans wait for July performances
LIZ SMITH
CORD ARTS
The
Hillside Festival kicked
off its yearly festivities this
weekendwith Hillside In-
side - weekend ofconcerts
functioning to provide localmusic
fans with some entertainmentdur-
ing thewinter months.
TheHillside Festival is an annual
three-day, five-stage summer music
festival in Guelph, Ontario. Drawing
huge crowds fromacross the coun-
try, Hillside hosts musicians, spoken
wordartists, workshops and more.
Hillside began in 1984 as a small,
not for profit festival featuring local
artists and musicians.
A second instalment of the festi-
val, HillsideInside, was introduced
in2008 and features acts that gen-
erally appear again at the larger fes-
tival in June.
This
year, performances at Hill-
side Inside included musical acts
MattAndersen, the Arkells, Jim
Bryson and the Weakerthans Band,
TheRural Alberta Advantage, Sarah
Harmerand Shane Koczyan.
Saturday night's performance by
Jim Biyson and theWeakerthans
Bandand headliners the Arkells was
held at SaintGeorge's Church in
downtownGuelph.
A small but enthusiastic crowd
braved the treacherous weather
outside and gathered in the church
auditoriumto watch the bands
perform.
The evening got off to a slow start
with Jim Bryson andthe Weaker-
thans Band who delivereda humor-
ous, though somewhat lacklustre
performance.
Juno Award winning band The
Arkells followed and deliveredan
explosive, high-energy performance
thathad the crowd dancing from
start to finish.
The Arkells set list drew primar-
ily from their2008 album Jackson
Square, but also included several
newtracks that the band has been
working on during theirrecent two-
month hiatus from tcraring.
Making no secret about theiraf-
fection for Guelph, singer and front-
man Max Kerman announcedto the
receptive crowd, "We getasked a lot
what our favourite festival in Cana-
da is. We always say Hillside is the
cream ofthe crop."
According to its vision statement,
the Hillside Festival hopes to "create
a more vibrantand caring world by
promoting altruism, equality, envi-
ronmentalism and peacemaking in
every aspect
of its work, especially
as it offers music, food and festivi-
ties that honour the magic of cre-
ativity and the powerof collective
joy"
What continuesto draw audienc-
es to Hillside is the unique, grass-
roots, community-based nature of
the event. Inkeeping with thebohe-
mianvibe ofyears passed, Hillside
Inside 2011 featuredsuch events
and workshops as HandDrumming,
Belly-dancing, Laughter Yoga and
Love Potions.
The weekend's events may have
satisfied fans for the time being, but
the count down to Hillside 2011 has
certainly begun.
Notable performers from years
past include GordDownie, Ani
DiFranco, ArcadeFire and Sam
Roberts.
Arts bites
The latest news in entertainment
White Stripes fans just
don't know what to do with
themselves
Many music lovers were left heart-
broken this weekafter the an-
nouncement thatThe White Stripes
have decidedto call it quits.
Meg and Jack White, previously
married, have made6 studio albums
together, are known as "Detroit's
Rock Heroes" and have
proven that
two people can make as much noise
as four. Although no explanation
has been released for the sudden
split, fans can console themselves
with theknowledge that at least one
White will continueto be a staple in
the industry.
Frontman Jack White will contin-
ue to perform with his other groups
— The Raconteurs and The Dead
Weather. Meg Whitehas not an-
nouncedwhether she has any alter-
nate plans as of yet.
—Allie Hincks &Emily Frost
Party on, Saturday Night
Live!
Mike Myers and Dana Carvey re-
turnedto the show this past week-
end, reprising their roles as Wayne
Campbell and Garth Algar, the
hard-rockin' duowho madeup both
halves of Wayne's World. The pair
caught the world up on Garth's pu-
bes, thenproceeded to share with
the audience theirpicks for this
year's Oscars. Winter's Bone was by
far their favourite, mostly because
they couldn't stop giggling at the ti-
tle. Otherhighlights from the sketch
includedGarth's review of Natalie
Portman'sBlack Swan performance
("I could make a Milaout ofher Ku-
nis") and his approval ofhost Anne
Hathaway ("Anne Hathaway of giv-
ing me a bone").
Thebit also included a nice little
riffin the vain ofAbbottand Costel-
lo where they tried to figure out
"Who's on Firth?" Both the sketch
and the rest of the show (which
Carvey hosted) brought back some
much needed nostalgia to SNL, a
show thathas taken a nose dive as
of late. Carvey was a good hosting
choice, but it's not looking good with
Russell Brand scheduled to host
next.
—SarahMurphy
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Everything you need for your Valentine's
Day sweetheart is waiting for you at
Raymond's Flower Shop
Roses, Chocolates, Teddy Bears
Calla lilies, Tulips,
Starqazers
133 Weber Street, North #2
and much more' Waterloo, ON N2J 3G9
il (519) 886-3830
28 KING ST. N. 519-954-8660
Waterloo www.chainsawsaloon.com
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Arts acceptance average
needs to be raised
It hadrecently been discovered by the deanof arts of-
fice that 43 per cent or 632 first-year students have a
grade point average (GPA) of less than 5.0 — facing risk
of academic probation.
This is an alarming statistic. With a ten per cent in-
crease from last year,Laurier needs to ask tough ques-
tions aboutwhy our students are being increasingly left
behind so early on in their academic career.
It does seem that this is partially a result ofa tre-
mendously low minimumacceptance average for the
arts at Laurier. With a minimumacceptance of86 per
cent in business, average GPAs are much higher at 7.86,
compared to a rather pathetic minimumacceptance of
72 per cent in the arts.
Given rampantgrade inflation in high schools across
the country and a culture that pushes people into
university education, even if it isn't right for them, it
should not strike anyone as surprising that an increas-
ing number of students can't cope with university life.
There are two likely reactions to this problem by the
university. A band-aid solution already being done to
some extent is the creation of informationalsessions
and increased resources towards helping students in
areas such aswriting skills and time management. The
second is to water downthe quality of the education we
receive to ensure Laurierkeeps up its graduation per-
centage and push students through the system, which
is also happening to an extent as many professors bell
curve their marks inbids to keep their class averages
up.
Bothof these solutions miss theroot of the prob-
lem entirely and serve to compromise the integrity of
the education we receive. IfLaurier is truly concerned
about student success and our academic reputation, it
is about time they considered raising the minimumac-
ceptance to the arts to reflect the obvious inflation oc-
curring inOntario's high school system.
-TheCord Editorial Board
Online voting a success;
only part of the solution
Last Thursday andFriday the Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union (WLUSU) had its first experiment in
online voting and, to the surprise ofmany, it was a tre-
mendous success.
Voter turnout skyrocketed to 35 per cent, placing
Laurier in theforefrontof student election turnout in
the province. However, we have not yet reached the
level of other schools that utilize online voting such as
Western, who in 2010 had an election turnout of close
to 40 per
cent.
In addition to the solidvoter turnout, the online vot-
ing system was practically flawless. It was quick and
user-friendly to the point where you were confused at
how this technological feat was possible at Laurier.
The success of the online voting should not encour-
age passivity amongst those involved in WLUSU. For
starters, it is unclear whatwill happen to voter turnout
once the novelty of online voting wears off. To ensure
gains madedo not recede both the current and incom-
ing boardof directors and president needto continue
engaging students in the months to come. As current
vice president: university affairs Saad Aslam pointed
out, all too often the engagement ends after election
day.
More voting also doesn't mean more informed vot-
ing. Directors andexecutive members needto actively
engage students not just for the purposeof participat-
ing in elections, but to bring theminto, what seems to
many, a clique in WLUSU and inform them of the ac-
tivities and initiatives of the union. WLUSU president-
elect Nick Gibson's tangible promises for transparency,
such as the public posting of meeting minutes and oth-
er documents outside of in-camera sessions is a good
first step. Moreneeds to be done.
Again, congratulations to the election team for build-
ing some much needed momentum for student engage-
ment.For the rest of WLUSU: don'tscrew it up.
-TheCord Editorial Board
This unsigned editorial is basedoff informal discussions and
then agreed upon by the majority ofThe Cord's editorial board,
which consists of15 senior Cordstaff including theEditor-in-
Chiefand Opinion Editor. The arguments mademay reference
anyfacts that havebeen madeavailable through interviews,
documentsorother sources. The views presented donot neces-
sarily reflect thoseofThe Cord's volunteers, staffor WL USP.
The Cord is published by
WilfridLaurier University Student Publications.
Contact Bryn Ossington, WLUSP Presidentand CEO
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5
EDITORIAL
Usage-based billing makes sense
ERIC MERKLEY
letters@thecord.ca
Opinion Editor Eric Merkley • emerkleyOthecord.ca
A lot of mediaattention has recently
focused on the CanadianRadio-televi-
sion Telecommunication Commission's
(CRTC) ruling to allow usage-based
billing (UBB) in telecoms. Students are
in a ragebecause they think theywill be
paying more for their Internetand with
the economicpressures that come with
student life that is a warranted concern.
Sadly, there has been very little focus
on the actual facts in a debate that has
degenerated into anti-corporate hyste-
ria. The truth is ÜBB is a fair economic
practice. The real culprit for your higher
costs is the anti-competitive regula-
tions put in place by the CRTC.
The principle behindusage-based
billing is rather simple. You pay for the
good or service you use. This is stan-
dard practice in the economy, from
cell phones and hydro (albeit heavily
subsidized by the government) to your
groceries. Wherepay-per-use isn't the
driving economic model, a perverse in-
centive structure persists that encour-
ages excessive consumption. This is
exemplified by traffic congestion on the
401 and theabsence of necessary high-
way tolls. When people don'tpay for
the things they use, services are abused
and set on an unsustainable trajectory.
Currently, the CRTC forces compa-
nies like Bell and Rogers to wholesale
space ontheir networks to smaller In-
ternet service providers (ISPs), such
as Techsavy, for a fixed cost lower than
the threshold thatallows them to re-
coup their investment.This allows
small ISPs to undercut the big telecom
companies by offering unlimited band-
width at low cost. The recent CRTC
decision will allow large ISPs to charge
small ISPs for thebandwidth they use
with a 15 per cent discount.
Contrary to popular myth, this deci-
sion will only impact the threeper cent
of Canadians that buy unlimitedband-
width packages from small ISPs. With
increasing demandfor downloading or
streaming movies with services such as
Netflix, the market share of small ISPs
will likely grow in the coming years
as more people sign up for unlimited
bandwidth plans.
With this demandwill come an es-
calating strain on Canada's Internet
infrastructure that is in desperate need
of revitalization. The necessary invest-
ment will not be provided by small
ISPs, who lack sufficient capital. It will
be borne by companies like Bell and
Rogers. More accurately, costs will be
passed on to customers of large ISPs
who currently subsidize power users
of small ISPs. The current trajectory
is unsustainable. ÜBB ensures that all
players in the market bear the cost of
developing our broadbandcapacity.
I am no fanof the large ISPs. I, like
many students, havebeen stuck with
atrocious Internetbills that make me
want to drop kick the nearest Rog-
ers employee. There is essentially a
duopoly in the market that does in-
deed drive up costs and limit quality
of service. The answer, however, is not
to prop up small ISPs, who are noth-
ing more thanartifacts of the current
regulatory environment. The answer
is to bring big players into the Cana-
dianmarket to shatter the duopoly and
aid in the development ofour Internet
infrastructure.
It is difficult to competewith Bell
and Rogers on an even playing field
given the enormous amount of capital
that is needed to develop broadband
infrastructure. This is why we are in
need of access to capital outside of our
It is laughable to watch
the NDP and Liberals now
supposedly stand up for
consumers, when they
have steadfastly supported
CRTC protectionism for
decades.
country. Instead, we are saddledwith
archaic, nationalistic regulations by the
CRTC to prevent foreign investment
in the telecommunications sector. For
years the CRTC has shielded Bell and
Rogers from real competition. In more
competitive environmentsaround the
world the current downloadspeeds and
bandwidth caps in Canada are unheard
of. It is laughable to watch the NDP and
Liberals now supposedly stand up for
consumers, whenthey have steadfastly
supported CRTC protectionism for de-
cades that has cost consumers dearly.
Usage-based billing is a tremen-
dously complicated issue. The simple,
knee-jerk reaction is to blame Rogers
and Bell, widely considered to be bo-
geymenfor the average consumer.
We
must not miss the bigger picture: the
current situationhas been caused by
years of backwards regulatory policy
by the CRTC. Insteadof attacking pay-
per-use, a basic economic principle,
consumer advocates across the politi-
cal spectrum shouldunite in favour
of
telecommunications deregulation. It
will take a fewyears to break
the hold
ofBell and Rogers, but only then will
Canadacease to be a technological
backwater in arapidly developing high-
tech world.
LIZZY COOK GRAPHICS ARTIST
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Letters to the Editor
Yet another fee increase
Opinion Editor Eric Merkley • emerkley(athecord.ca
This letter is in response to the re-
cent referendum questions that
were included in the most recent
elections.
Reading through the platforms
of numerous candidates for board
members and president I noticed a
recurring theme involving the re-
sponsibility and accountability
when it comes to issues that con-
cern money.
If this issue was so
important that it neededto be
ad-
dressed why didwe allow the Ath-
letic Complex expansion to pass?
The increase to the StudentLife
Levy has nearly doubledfor the next
ten years because of this approval. It
can also pretty much be guaranteed
that in ten years time that
fee will
notbe removedbut simply trans-
ferred to another cause.
I applaud the Brantford Campus
for being able to stand up against
the only referenda that did notpass
this year.
Students already complain about
the high costs of tuition so why do
we continue to make the problem
worse for ourselves?
Until we start actively denying
these increases to student fees no
one is going to be heldaccountable.
I know that I am not the only one
who voted against the AC expansion
and I implore my fellow negative
voters to continueour stand against
such increases.
May the newly elected Student
Unionmembers be truly account-
able to the actions they make rath-
er than allowing the burdento fall
on us students in the form of fee
increases.
—AndrewHighgate
Article on Dining Hall
leaves out facts
RE: Food Services accumulates tremen-
dous deficit, Feb 2
I am a staff member in the WLU Li-
brary. As a union member and ac-
tivist, I read Mike Lakusiak's article
concerning the deficit in Food Ser-
vices with some dismay.
I believe the article has a very
anti-uniontone, as it attributes a
significant portion of the deficitto
labour costs.
The article says that wages and
benefits make up approximately 37
per
cent of the deficit inFood Ser-
vices, "a level more thana tenth over
what is normal in the restaurant
industry."
But where did Mr. Lakusiak get
these figures? I assume the univer-
sity provided them. Why was no
rebuttal sought from someone in
UFCW Local 175, the groupthat rep-
resents the workers who apparently
cost the university so much? The
article quotes both Dan Dawson and
Gary Lambert from WLU, who are
both managers. It even cites an Ara-
mark manager, Ryan Lloyd-Craig,
who adds that typical restaurant
employees aren'tentitledto benefits
at all.
Any voice from the UFCW is no-
tably absent. And I strongly object
to Mr. Dawson's comment promi-
nently displayed at the top of the
article: "The collective agreement
in place with UFCW was definitely
not in the university's best inter-
ests." A collective agreement is
negotiated between two equal par-
ties, the union andthe employer. I
findit quite hard to believe that in
2009 the UFCW was able to hold the
university hostage and extort from
them such a one-sided collective
agreement.
On page 34 ofthe current
col-
lective agreement, you will see that
Mr. Dawson signed the agreement
in 2009 on behalfof the Univer-
sity. This means thatnot only is he
aware of its contents andbound by
them, but thathe was part of the
negotiating team for the university
that helped to originally draft it. For
him to come back now and say that
the agreement, which he helped to
draft, is not in thebest interest of
the university is disingenuous and
disappointing.
—Doug Roberts
Reserving my right not
to vote
RE: Students who don'tvote shouldn't
criticize, Feb 2
Election time is upon us again. A
timewhen we get to chant slogans,
collect buttons, shake hands and
kiss babies all for a vote, but in six
months is it going to matter who I
voted for?
When September rolls around,
mytuitioncost
will be as high as
ever,
Food Services will still be 3.5
million dollars in debt, we will still
be a million over budget with the
food court expansion and that's
just the tip ofthe iceberg. Classes
steadily growing larger with less and
less time spots available.
Will any of thatbe affected from
my
vote? Evaluating the candidates,
it becomes strikingly obvious that
none of these candidateswould best
represent my views.
Luckily however, as an under-
graduate student I have the oppor-
tunity to run for a position if I feel
no candidate represents me. Fan-
tastic! I guess Iwill find timebe-
tween my two jobs and my hourbus
ride to class so I can feel represented
or not.
Ihave nothing against democracy
and I do feel the needs of the people
must be represented in their leaders,
but what democracy lacks is respon-
sibility for one's actions. Band-aid
solutions only cover up the cracks in
the system.
Concerns with howthe union op-
erates or spends their money should
be targeted on the source of the
problem and not the squeaky wheel
that complains.
Ifmy choice to not vote means I
no longer have the right to call them
outwhen there is a problem, then
whenyou ask if voted I
will proudly
say, "No I did not, because I do not
believe
any of these
candidates ac-
curately represents me and I refuse
to participate in a flawed system."
—Derek Blaney
WLU needs to support
Egyptian protests
RE: Feral waves ofdemocracy, Feb 2
What will it take for the students
and faculty at WLU to come out in
public support of the people's upris-
ing in Egypt?
—PeterEglin
For more letters to the
editor check out
thecord.ca
Letter policy
Letters must not exceed 250 words. In-
cludeyourfall name and telephone num-
ber. Lettersmust be receivedby 12:00
p.m. noon Monday via e-mail to letters@
thecord.ca. The Cord reserves the right to
editfor length and clarity or to rejectany
letter.
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The Business School
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One smart career choice.
So many opportunities.
The Choice
The Global Business Management
program prepares you for a wide range
of careers. Pursue a career in marketing,
finance, advertising, internationaltrade,
international businesses of any size.
The Opportunities
I
Two years gives you the time to choose > ■
experience more than just one option
OPINION
Point Counter-point: Fall reading week
Columnists Keith Marshall and Marcie Foster debate whether or not Laurier should adopt a fall reading
week, which is slowly being implemented at universities across the province
KEITH MARSHALL
letters@thecord.ca
MARCIE FOSTER
letters@thecord.ca
Opinion Editor Eric Merkley • emerkleygthecord.ca
In the last few weeks therehas been
a growing discussion on campus
on whetheror not to institute a fall
reading week. This follows a grow-
ing trend across Canadaofuniversi-
ties choosing to come back to school
earlier in September in order to
have aweek off midway through the
term. At Laurier we have yet to im-
plement this, largely because to have
a full week off itwouldmean we
wouldhave to start school a week
earlier or have a shorter orientation
weekand classes that end closer to
exam time.
I support the latter option as most
students at Laurier are not in first
year and a reduction of O-Week is
largely a first-year issue. In this case
I believe thatLaurier needs a read-
ing week in the fall term and that
in order to do so part of O-Week is
going to have to be sacrificed. I do
not favour the first option of start-
ing school a weekearlier because
itwouldmean thatO-Week would
have to start in late August, which
wouldbe an unnecessary hassle for
not only first years but also for O-
Week volunteers.
Itwould also mean huge logisti-
cal problems for the city. Traffic in
Waterloo on Labour Day weekend
wouldbe terrible here, thanks to
a combination ofvacationers and
most of the senior students at Lau-
rier and the University ofWaterloo
returning.
Shortening O-Week could actu-
ally be a good thing. Itwould allow
the university to focus its resources
over a smaller period of time and
provide better quality activities dur-
ing orientation. This could keep
more firstyears interested inorien-
tation, which after the first few days
is difficult.
I knowwhen I went through
O-Week most people on my floor
chose to play deadafter the first
If a student wants to
spend the week getting
drunk then they have
thatright, but others
will choose to spend the
time to study.
few days of early morning wakeups,
rather thanrisk a day of über-happy
volunteers and lacklustre activities.
Besides, as new studentsof Laurier
they are going to have to get used to
cuts.
All students could actually ben-
efit academically and mentally from
having a reading week halfway
through the fall term.
Let's face it, school is stressful
and this presents a perfect oppor-
tunity to remove some of that stress
and relax. What is important is that
the school provides students with a
choice.
If a student wants to spend the
week getting drunk then theyhave
that right, but others will choose to
spend the time to study. Itall comes
down to creating an atmosphere of
personal responsibility and giving
students who want to do well some
time to catch up or get ahead on
readings.
With papers due and midterms
to tackle, it is veryeasy for students
to experience tunnelvision during
midterm season. For students at
Laurier a fall reading week will pres-
ent an opportunity not only to catch
up on readings, but also to think
over howthey have approached the
school year so far and inwhat ar-
eas they needto improve. A read-
ing week is the only wayto ensure
that students can do this in the fall
term and it will reward those that
taketheir education seriously in the
long-term. Let's not let the fearof
a few drunks keep students from
achieving academic and personal
success.
A fall reading week is supposed to
be a much-neededbreak to a large
portion of the student body. Also,
in theory, having a fall reading week
wouldallow for some students to
spend a week athome with family or
friends. Seeing grandma and grand-
pa is just so awesome that so many
of us are fighting for that extra week
a year
to do so, right?
This all sounds impractical to
me, as someone who can't afford a
trip home and didn'thave much of
a Christmas to begin with thanks to
our exam schedule this year. I've got
low expectations of the university
to give us more timeoff, since hav-
ing a week and a half for Christmas
holidays seemed to be hardenough
to ask for. The reality is a fall read-
ing week is going to really mess with
the already time-crunched fall se-
mester. The university wouldhave
to cut these days from O-Week and/
or make the exam period longer oy
extending it either until Dec. 24 or
have classes starting Sept. 7 - or
both.
Cutting O-Week
wouldbe a terrible
mistake.
As a school that is valued for its
dedicationto first year students and
making them feel a part of the Lau-
rier family, I would feel ashamed
for taking away from that experi-
ence just so I could have more time
to work on assignments or so others
can drink and travel.
The simple fact is that most stu-
dents don'twant afall reading week
to actually do reading, prepare for
midterms or writeessays. They
want to take full advantage of the
week to travel south, drink, sleep
or play video games. I can't blame
them, but I think it is time that can
be used more productively and is
certainly not good enough reason
to tamper withO-Week or the exam
schedule.
One point frequently brought up
by those in favour of a fall reading
week is the claim that itwouldre-
duce the suicide rates and amount
of reported instances of anxiety and
mentalhealth issues amongst the
student body. I'll tell you right now,
that the students with these issues
deserve to have their concerns at-
tendedto,but I am unconvinced that
having a reading week wouldhave
a substantial impact. Nonetheless,
student stress is a serious concern
and it is one of the primary reasons
why schools havebeen mov-
ing to allow for fall reading
weeks. I don'tbelieve
this is incompatible
with simply ensuring
that we get a Christ-
mas break of
proper length which, more so than
reading week, is a time students
tend to spend at homewith family
and friends.
The fall semester can be tough.
Adjusting from the summer high is
hard and managing your time is dif-
ficult. But it is all part of the univer-
sity experience and by fourthyear
you get the hang of it andyoulearn
to know when to ask for help. A
reading week for the purposesofac-
ademic survival is simply notprag-
matic in the fall term. IfLaurier were
to somehowfit it in somewhere,
without greatly inconveniencing the
student body, then itwould probably
be a sweet deal.My faith in this, is
however very limited. A fall reading
week? How about an extra weekof
holidays or another week of "study
period" during exams—both options
the university could consider before
critically injuring the fall semester.
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You know what yanks my Cord...
"The worst part is hearing the never-ending clicking of the mouse like an animal scratching
at the inside of
your
skull." —John Kennedy
...People who play Warcraft in the
computer labs. Let's be clear,
I have
nothing against the games them-
selves. I've even dabbledin them
myself when my level ofboredom
has reached new heights. But come
on people, have some consideration
for others.
Nothing pisses me off more than
needing to get into the lab for an as-
signment and seeing the majority of
the computers being used for what
looks like a Blizzard LAN party.
Itwouldn't bother me so much if
people were just killing timein be-
tween classes and didn'thave any-
thing to do, but there's awholesub-
culture involved with these people.
I've seen students bring in bowls,
milk and cereal to set up shop so
that they don'thave to get up once
their raid starts.
There have been some pretty late
nights in the lab where I'd leave
and come back hours later and it
doesn't looklike they've moved
from their seat (because they prob-
ably haven't). If you ever go into the
labs and find disgusting messes ev-
erywhere, nowyou knowthe likely
culprit.
The worst part is hearing the nev-
er-ending clicking of the mouse like
an animal scratching at the inside
ofyour skull. Now that these games
can be carried aroundon USB, it's
easierthanever to play anywhere on
campus.
Of course, Laurier IT and their in-
finite wisdom are always looking for
new solutions to make our wireless
better (and by better I mean actu-
ally able to work) and I thinkthey
should start by figuring out howto
ban these games from the servers.
Seriously people, it's really pathet-
ic seeing you play these gameson
campus, so stop.
—John Kennedy
Check out John Kennedy's blog at
thecord.ca
JEFFTHE TROJAN CREATIVE COMMONS
International law must
adapt to cyber warfare
MARTIN PINEDA
letters@thecord.ca
Whenever an online security con-
cern arises in our lives, it is usually
a matter of avoiding identity theft
or credit card fraud while shopping
online. In reality, state governments
and organizations worldwide are
currently engaged in security op-
erations to protect their computer
networks and infrastructure from
attack. A new dimension ofwarfare
has emerged andbecome of signifi-
cant relevance to contemporary se-
curity issues - cyber warfare.
The increased dependence mod-
ern infrastructure has on computer
networks and the Internet means
that conventionsconcerning the law
of armed conflict mustbe extended
to cyber warfare in order to continue
to protect non-combatants.
According to security expert
Richard A. Clark, author of Cyber
War.TheNext Threat toNational Securi-
ty and What toDo AboutIt, the concept
of cyber warfare refers to actions by
a state or non-state actors taken to
infiltrate computer networks so as
to inflict damage or disruption.
Whereas many military opera-
tions in the past focused on risking
human lives and equipment to de-
stroy enemy industrial and econom-
ic targets, the same objective can
now be achievedwith a computer
terminal by infiltrating and attack-
ing the computer systems that oper-
ate such technologies.
Certainly, it is not easy to impose,
direct physical harm through an In-
ternet computer attack. At the same
time, many systems that are vital to
the functioning and well-being of
non-combatantcivilians like medi-
cal technologies, telecommunica-
tions, financial systems andpower
grids can be sabotaged by a success-
ful cyber attack.
Contrary to skeptics who are
quick to shoot down the issue
of
cy-
ber warfare as over exaggerated and
irrelevant, it is necessary to consid-
er the significance of the modern in-
tegration of the Internet as a tool for
military operations as it pertains to
theregulation of armed conflict.
The ability for borders to be tran-
scended in a matter of seconds
through the global nature of the
Internet is something thathas tre-
mendously advancedhuman soci-
ety. This unprecedented global in-
terconnectednesshas also allowed
for the manifestation of newways of
states attacking each otherwithout
having to make physical infringe-
ments on nationalsovereignty.
Rather than keeping the status
quoby leaving such attacks to the
jurisdiction of states' respective do-
mestic laws, the rapid proliferation
of cyber warfare attacks worldwide
dictate that thereexist a set of legal
guidelines higher than the nation
state ifnon-combatants and infra-
structure vital to human life are to
be protected.
A recent example ofhow cyber
attacks haveadvanced to the point
where they have the potential to
cause tangible harm to the systems
of the state can be seen through the
recent Stuxnetvirus thathad caused
damage to systems at theNatanz
nuclear facility in Iran.
With reports suggesting the com-
plexity of the virus was such that it
required the resources and technol-
ogy
of a nation-state, the case of the
Stuxnet virus is a clear indicationof
how cyber warfare is evolving to a
point where cyber attacks can cause
damage on par with thatof conven-
tional military attacks regulated by
the lawof armed conflict.
It is necessary that the interna-
tional community recognize the
importance of collaboration on ex-
tensions of international law spe-
cific to cyber warfare. With recent
submissions of proposals by the
United Statesand Russia calling for
cyber warfare "rules of engagement"
at an internationalsecurity confer-
ence, thereappears to be a step in
the right directionto address what
could become an evenmore serious
concern in the future.
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Reasons why:
• ioo days of classroom experience throughout the school year, 3 different settings
Deadline:
• Taught by educational leaders: teachers, principals,
textbook authors and mentors February 22, 2011
• Cross-curricular emphasis in a supportive learning environment
H TYNDALE
Tyndae university college Over 80% of the first graduating class has a teaching position.
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do a
Dear Life
Dear Life is your opportunity to write a
letter to your life, allowing you to vent
youranger with life's littlefrustrations in
a completely publicforum. All submis-
sions to DearLife areanonymous, should
be no longer than too words and must be
addressed toyour life. Submissions can be
sent to dearlife@thecord.ca no later than
Monday atnoon each week.
Dear Life,
Thanks for that "Gold and Purple"
video. I didn't think it was pos-
sible for a music video to bring my
I.Q. down, but apparently the ge-
niuses behind that video proved me
wrong. I expected better out of uni-
versity students in terms of content
andproduction. Then again, since
it was ripped off from high school
students, that standard doesn't re-
ally apply.
Sincerely,
Someone who needs to stop defend-
ing Laurier
Dear Life,
Why is it I always seem to get stuck
in the same computer labs late on a
Friday or Saturday night as thepeo-
ple who use them in groups to play
computer games?
Sincerely,
I just want to finish this essay and
go home and drink, I don'tneedto
be surroundedby people with even
less ofa social life thanme
Dear Life,
If I could, I'd take a big giant shit all
over the stupid hawk. Hearing Am-
bassadors tell incoming students
that it's a 'tradition' that we Laurier
students don'twalk on the hawk is
like telling them that it's a 'tradition'
thatwe don'tsit in the chairs in the
classrooms, we don't eat in the Ter-
race and we don't take books out at
the library. If you don'twant people
walking on the hawk, don'tput it in
the fucking floor!!
Dear Life,
It is with greatest pleasure that I
thank the voting and non-voting
| population ofLaurier for allowing
theAC expansion referendumto
pass. Thank you for supporting this
increase to student fees for some-
thing that none ofus will be able to
enjoy for ourselves. I'm sure future
Laurier students will enjoy paying
diese fees for the next 10 yearsto come.
Sincerely,
Glad I'malmost gone and don't have
| to endure this stupidity much longer
I Dear Life,
A great thanks to whomever found
my hat on the 2nd floor of Bricker
Academic on Tuesday, February ist.
I greatly appreciate you putting it on
the railing for me to see on my way
to the stairs after my French class.
Sincerely,
Too cheap to buy another hat
Dear Life,
Why do the girls at Laurier wear
sweatpants and Uggs to class?
When did they become so damn
lazy? Maybe cut back on Starbucks,
i and buy a pair of jeans.
Sincerely,
The guy trying to jerk off in the li-
brary cubicle
Dear Life,
Whenyou eat in the same room as
me I want to punch you in the face.
Chewwith your mouth shut.
Sincerely,
Your Roommate
thecord.ca
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CLASSIFIEDS
Advertising Manager Angela Taylor • angela.taylor@wlusp.com
Business Major looking for 4 fe-
male roommates focused on ac-
ademics and respectful of quiet
and clean living environment. Wa-
terloo Lakeshore Area, 569 Roll- j
ing Hills Dr., 10 minutes bus route
#9 ride to Laurier U or Waterloo j
U or Conestoga Mall. Fully fur-
nished house with 6 appliances,
WiFi internet, 2 new bathrooms,
fully equipped kitchen. Walk out
to large deck and private fenced
yard. Rent per room starting from
$395/ month plus 1/5 of utilities.
12 month lease only. Available
May 1, 2011. No Smoking, Call Ni-
cole at 226-868-6544 or email
nicole_kwapis@yahoo.ca.
TWO FEMALE WLU STUDENTS
looking for 2 girls to join them
on May 1st, in a 3 level house
on Noeker St. Very close to WLU
and the grocery store. The house
is fully furnished and includes
washer/ dryer/ dishwasher, and
it's all to ourselves. Contact
Kelsey Kerr (519) 504-5097 or
email kelsey.m.kerr@gmail.com
Student rental properties avail-
able for rent close to WLU.
CLEAN, upgraded DETACHED
houses, townhouses, apartments
and true loft spaces rentals avail-
able on many nearby streets in-
cluding Ezra, Marshall, Hazel and
Lester. Rentals to suit all group
sizes from 1 to 13. Many start
dates available. Please contact
Hoffaco Property Management
-rent@hoffaco.com (preferred) or
through phone 519-885-7910.
Only $389 - Five Bedroom
House, must see, goes fast, ex-
cellent location, 121 B Noecker
Street, Starting May 01/11, close
to everything, very clean, free
washer/dryer, gas heated, new
windows b doors, cheap utilities,
two full bathrooms, two full size
fridges, hardwood floors b ce-
ramic tile throughout, large yard
and large private deck, free park-
ing for five cars, on bus route, 5
min walk to WLU. $389 per room,
per month. Call 741-7724, 416
575-2104 Email info@acdev.ca
Follow us onTwitter
(a)cordnews
(a)cordsports
(a)cordarts
(a)cordworld
Follow editors
(a)mikelakusiak
@lindagivetash
@ericmerkley
@justinfauteux
(a)lachancephoto
For just $29.95, walk in with your taxes, walk out with your refund. Instantly.
You'll also get a free SPC Card to save big at your favourite retailers*
maximum
refund we make taxes easy h&r block*
free SPC Card
Follow us on Twitter and Facebook hrblock.ca
© 2011 H&R Block Canada, Inc. *$29.95 valid for regular student tax preparation only. Cash back service included. To qualify for student pricing, student must present either (i) a 12202a documenting 4 or
more months of full-timeattendance at a college or university during2010or(ii) a valid high school identification card. Expires December 31,2011. Valid only at participatingH&R Block locations in Canada.
SPC Card offers valid from 08/01/10 to 07/31/11 at participating locations in Canada only. For Cardholder only. Offers may vary, restrictions may apply. Usage may be restricted when used in conjunction
with any other offer orretailer loyalty card discounts. Cannot be used towards the purchase of gift cards or certificates. "If H&R Block makes any error in the preparation of your tax return that costs you
any
interest or penalties on additional taxes due, although we do not assume the liability for the additional taxes, we will reimburse you for the interest and penalties.
SPORTS
Hawks return with gold, bronze and class
Laurier hockey players come back from 2011 Winter Universiade in Turkey with more than medals
KEVIN CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITER
Sports Editor
Justin Fauteux • jfauteux(athecord.ca
Sometimes there are moments in
sport that are bigger than the players
andcoaches comprising them.
Moments that transcend that
overtime goal or back-breaking
penalty.
Sometimes the final outcome
of the match, and the scoreboard -
watching and the gamesheet all
take a backseat to these kinds of
occasions.
For four Golden Hawks, it took a
plane ride halfway around the planet
to be a part ofsomething special,
and if you asked them about it, it
wouldn'tbe the golden discs hang-
ing around their necks — although
those are always nice.
What had thewomen's hockey
players talking upon theirarrival
back in the land of the true north,
strong and freewas their matchup
against the host Turkish team at the
2011 Winder Universiade.
Not exactly considered a power-
house on the world hockey stage, es-
pecially in thewomen'sgame where
there is such a clear divide between
nations with firmly entrenched and
established hockey programs and
those lacking, Turkey would prob-
ably fall under the latter category.
So days removed from a 32-0
slaughter at the hands ofCana-
da's eventual gold-medal nemeses
Finns, Team Canada's goaltender
and current Hawk, Liz Knox and her
squad decidedto treat theirhosts a
little differently.
"It almost makes you sick to your
stomach to show that little respect
to the host country, so we played a
pretty special game and we want-
ed to give them that respect," said
Knox.
Canadawent on to win 11-0, but it
was what transpired right after their
match thatmoved some of the Turk-
ish girls to tears.
"We all saluted the crowd to-
gether and our team actually held
our sticks up and made a tunnel for
them going off the ice," recalled the
Stouffville native.
"They're brand new to the game,"
said fellowHawk and Team Canada
forward Candice Styles who record-
ed eight goals and twelve points to
co-leadthe team offensively dur-
ing the tournament in Erzurum. "So
you've got to respect that."
The women's team won Canada's
only gold at the university-level
Olympics, vanquishing Finland 4-1
for the medal with Hawks' defence-
man Alicia Martin and former cap-
tain Andrea Ironside also leading
the charge.
Canadapicked up two more sil-
ver medallions, and the men's hock-
ey team, featuring Hawks' captain
Jean-Michel Rizk, notched the na-
tion's lonebronze, beating Kazakh-
stan, with Russia and Belarus fin-
ishing first and second respectively.
"They were very skilled teams —
not so much individually, but as a
team," said Rizk. "They held onto
the puck and attacked with a lot of
speed and did a lot ofdrop passes.
It's hard to defend ifyou're not ready
for it."
Rizk played with his traditional
Ontario league foes, Brandon Ma-
clean ofCarletonand Kevin Baker
from Western, and the trio com-
bined for most of the team's goals,
with Laurier's captain picking up
two goals and three assists.
"We ate a few traditionalTurkish
dinners, one with theCanadian am-
bassador and it was pretty fun tour-
ing Erzurum," said Rizk.
"It was a nice change from the
dining hall scenery," said Knox, re-
calling Turkey's renownedkebabs.
The Hawks will now acclimatize
themselves back into theirLaurier
routinesafter a couple weeks away.
"I think it's easier to come back
over here and getused to the time
change, but as the playoffs roll
around, it'll be more important to
rest," said Rizk.
"It's a lot of hockey."
COURTESY OF LAURIER ATHLETICS
From left to right: the four 'Golden' Flawks, Andrea Ironside, Alicia Martin, Liz Knox and Candice Styles.
Women's hockey clinches top spot
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
SPORTS EDITOR
It wouldbe very easy for Kristen Kil-
gallen to become frustrated with her
place on Laurier's first-place wom-
en's hockey team.
Backing up reigning Canadian
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) play-
er of the year Liz Knox, Kilgallen
hadn't seen a single regular season
start until Jan. 23rd. But when the
second-year was called on, shewas
calledon in abig way.
With Knox, along with forward
Candice Styles and defenceman
Alicia Martin, in Turkey competing
for Team Canada at theWinter Uni-
versiade, the seldom-usedKilgal-
len was called uponto help herteam
clinchfirst in the Ontario University
Athletics (OUA) standings for the
eighth - straightyear.
"I had some big shoes to fill that's
for sure," said Kilgallen of filling in
for Knox. "But I was pumped from
day one to getmy chance to show
everyone what I can do."
When her team neededher most,
Kilgallen responded, posting a 4-1
record in her five consecutive starts,
with a 6-0 shutoutwin over the
WindsorLancers on Sunday provid-
ing the exclamation pgint, clinching
first place for the Hawks.
"Kristen hasn't played a wholelot
of hockey over the past two years
because with Knox ahead of her, it's
not a statement about [Kilgallen's]
skill level, it's more of a statement
ofhow good Knox is," said Laurier
head coachRick Osborne. "[Kil-
gallen] grew stronger as the games
progressed and to finish itoff with
an 18-save shutout is really pleas-
ing. That's really the last piece of
the puzzle, having that depth at that
position."
Inadditionto missing key play-
ers like Knox, Styles and Martin,
the Hawks were also hit by a flu
bug which caused top-line winger
Caitlin Muirheadto miss Sunday's
game, while according to Osborne,
team captain Abby Rainsberiy and
veteran centre Katherine Shirriff
also weren't 100per cent.
"They were sick, they were tired,
but everyone really hung in there,"
said Osborne. "Theold reliables
were steady gamein, gameout and
then therewere different people that
wouldstep up every game, whenwe
needed it."
• Sunday's gamealso saw the 19th
goal of the season for Hawks' rookie
LauraBrooker, tying her for first in
the nation. Osborne, however, is
impressed by more than just where
the first-year ranks in CIS scoring.
"It's not so much that she leads
the country," he said. "She's been
scoring big goals, short-handed
goals, game-winners and back-
breaking goals to the opposition."
Five different Hawks — Shirr-
iff, Heather Fortuna, Devon Skeats,
Tammy Freiburger, Vanessa Schab-
kar — accounted for the otherLau-
rier goals on the night, highlighting
the team effort that has propelled
the Hawks while they were miss-
ing the starting goalie and two key
players.
"I was really proud of the players
that needed to step up knowing that
we had players out ofthe lineup,"
said Osborne. "I saw the depth that
we have and that we've beenseeing
all season long."
The Hawks conclude theirregular
season this Friday versus Waterloo.
Knox and Styles will be back in the
lineup, with Knox expected to get
the start, while Martinis question-
able with an illness.
ELLI GARLIN PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER
Laurier's Heather Fortuna (19) shrugs off a Windsor defender during
the Hawks' 6-0 win on Sunday. Fortuna had a goal in the victory.
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GOLDEN HAWK
JPDAT
Week of
February 7 - 13, 2010
RECENT SCORES
02.06.11
W Hockey 6 - Windsor 0
02.05.11
VV Basketball 39 - Windsor 72
M Basketball 67 - Windsor 77
W Hockey 3 - Western 2
M Hockey 2 - Guelph 4
VV Volleyball 3 - Windsor 2
M Volleyball 0 - Windsor 3
02.04.11
W Volleyball 0 - Western 3
M Volleyball 0 - Western 3
02.03.11
M Basketball 97 - McMaster 89
'
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UPCOMING HOME GAMES
02.10.11
M Hockey vs UOIT
Sunlife Financial Arena, 7:30 p.m.
02.11.11
W Volleyball vs York
Athletic Complex, 6:00 p.m.
M Volleyball vs York
Athletic Complex, 8:00 p.m.
W Hockey vs Waterloo
Sunlife Financial Arena, 7:30 p.m.
02.12.11
SUPER SATURDAY
W Volleyball vsßyerson
AthleticComplex. 12:00 p.m.
M Volleyball vs Ryerson
AthleticComplex, 2:00 p.m.
W Basketball vs Windsor
Athletic Complex, 6:00 p.m.
M Basketball vs Windsor
AthleticComplex, 8:00 p.m.
M Hockey vs Windsor
Sunlife Financial Arena, 7:30 p.m.
LAURIER BOOKSTORE
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
Kale Harrison
Men's Basketball
Victoria Cowley
Women's Volleyball
vvvvvv.laurierathletics.com
_get connected.
Out of town
Scoreboard
A new kind of
student athlete
Laurier student Jamie Willets is one of the few athletes brave enough to try skeleton
MIKE LAKUSIAK
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR
Not content to participate in a more
mundanesport, second-year BSc
and psychology student Jamie Wil-
letts decided instead to take up
skeleton.
In 2009,Willetts began looking
intohow one gets involved in such
activities andafter a camp at York
University was one of two selected
to move on to race.
"Not many people do it,"he be-
gan. "It's something adrenalinein-
ducing and itlooks like fun, I mean
going really fast down a hill is pretty
cool, right? [It's] tobogganing but for
big kids basically."
Willetts described his first run,
saying, "You'regoing 100 [kilome-
tres an hour]-plus and doing over
a 90 degree turn and you just go up
the wall and the G's force you to the
ice. It's really weird because you go
downandyour head just gets drawn
straight downand the first fewtimes
you do it you have no control."
"Your head just gets pinned to the
ice andalmost drags your chin along
the ground."
Asked ifhe can see wherehe is
going as his head is forced to the ice
by downforce, Willetts replied, "To
be completely honest, no, not re-
ally. You can do a lot of it based on
feel. I could probably close my eyes
and go downsafely but a lot of it is
just based on feel andyou take little
peeks up." He addedthatkeeping
his headdownand not moving im-
proves his performance, so driving
by feel is to his benefit.
Since there are no tracks in On-
tario, racers like Willetts train out of
Lake Placid, NewYork. Since Jan. 31,
he has been in Lake Placid for a two-
week training stint.
Willets is in rare company. He es-
timates that thereare less than*so
skeleton participants inOntario,
though there is a larger popula-
tionin WesternCanada and he has
seen a rise in the sport's popularity
— especially since the 2010 Winter
Olympics.
"I'm consideredyoung in the
sport, not manyparents want their
14-year-old kid doing something at
thatkind of speed, right?" he said.
"Even with that, now thereare peo-
ple that are younger thanme and
just get involved."
With travel and training commit-
ments, Willetts said his education
becomes difficult to balance, and he
is considering a transfer to univer-
sity in Calgary next year to be closer
to a track.
He plans to continue to train and
though he has yet to see competi-
tion, he expects to be racing in the
next
year, especially with a move to
Calgary.
"I really can't say how far I might
go," he said.
"Obviously the Olympics would
be great — what's the real point if
I'm not going to try and make it that
far, right?"
COURTESY OF JAMIE WILLETS
Rising football star looking to recover
CHRIS MANDER
STAFF WRITER
Football is growing outside of the
UnitedStates, and this includes
Canada. Everyyear, more Canadian
athletes try their handat the pre-
dominantly U.S. sport to see if they
can become one of the few to make
an impact in the footballworld.
GoldenHawks receiver Alex An-
thony has already madehis impact,
catching an amazing game win-
ning touchdown against Japan while
playing for Team Canada in the In-
ternationalFederation ofAmerican
Football (IFAF) World Junior Cham-
pionship in 2009,a play that has so
far beenthe highlight ofhis career.
However, Anthony is not satis-
fied withthat being his resume, as
he has a burning desire to constantly
improve and hopefully win a Vanier
Cup, all while remaining humble
and grateful of his opportunity.
"It's an honour considering how
big football has become all over the
world, and to be namedto the team
twice now, it's awesome."
The Victoria, B.C. nativewas a
multi-sport star throughout high
school, but his passion for the sport
of football was unparalleled.
"I've wantedto be a pro since I
was eight or nine" said Anthony.
"And through lots of hard work and
sacrifice over the last ten or 11 years
andeveryone around me, includ-
ing coaches, teammates, friends
and family, all being supportive,
that dream is becoming more of a
possibility."
Unfortunately for Anthony, a torn
ACL will keep him from playing for
TeamWorld at in IFAF play as he did
last year, being named team captain.
But perhaps what is most im-
pressive aboutAnthony is that he
is so level-headedand able to take
such adifficult setback in stride, al-
most using it as motivation.
"I am disappointed about the tim-
ing and the severity of the injury
having to miss the game in Texas,
but iftherewas a time when it was
going to happen I'm glad it hap-
pened now. I have lots of time to re-
hab and recover andbe back in time
for the 2011 season."
Being dealt such a blow doesnot
discourage Anthony from his goals
either, as he remains focused on do-
ing whathe has never done before.
"I've never won any type of cham-
pionship, on any level, so that is my
ultimate goal while playing football."
This goal could be fulfilled with
a storybook ending for Anthony, as
the VanierCup will be played at B.C.
Place, his home province, next year.
"Back home, fiveyears ago, there
was hardly any football in Victoria,
but my high school coaches and
then about 15 guys from my gradu-
ating class haveall worked together
to make football a staple of B.C. ath-
letics," said Anthony. "Ifwe could
win theVanier back home, it would
be bringing everything full circle."
Anthony provides just one more
reason to root for the Laurier Golden
Hawks, as there is nothing better
than a good comeback story, and I
am sure this onewill be a success
considering his approach.
"I try to see it as a good thing. 1
am a strong believer that everything
happens for a reason. Whoknows,
maybe it will make me a better play-
er through the hard work required?"
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